Empas electrically rollable hose reels
A large range of electrically rollable hose reels with
remote control will be at your disposal.

Available in a 230 volt, a 400 Volt or a 24 Volt DC

edition, moveable or, as displayed on the picture,
suitable to be assembled onto a spray cart. These

built-up reels can already be assembled at the rear of
a spray cart with a tank content as from 200 litres.
Available

with

electronic

or

mechanic

speed

regulation, mechanic hose conductor etc. The winding

speed of all models of electric hose reels is stepless
variable from 5 to 60 metres per minute.

In case of hose reels with mechanic speed regulation,

speed control may also be provided. The speed

control will ensure that the winding speed will
automatically be adjusted, depending on the amount
of the hose on the reel.

All electrically driven hose reels are in a standard

manner delivered with an FM transmitter with a reach
of at least 100 metres.

Empas spring hose reels
The Empas auto-rollable spring hose reels are constructed in a very

compact manner and are equipped with a high impact powder coating.
Because of the sophisticated spring construction this reel runs

particularly light. By means of the turnable hose conductor, positioned on

all spring reels, the direction of the run can be selected. The hose
conductor will take care of a good distribution of the hose on the reel.

In a standard manner the reel is manufactured with a swivel coupling
equipped with a stainless steel pen. To render use of the reel as easy as

possible and to reduce the load of the elasticity during the work a strong
belt and a supple coupling hose are also provided.

This reel will, in a standard manner, be delivered with, as desired, a 30, 40,
50 or 60-metre 3/8”nylon hose with an operating pressure up to 100 bar.
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